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Using data analytics in innovative ways lets you capture
more cold hard cash.
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efore I sold my house last year, I did a lot of research. I
looked at every bit of data I could get my hands on: what
homes in my area were selling for, how fast they sold and
analyst predictions of where the market was heading. Then I leveraged
all the information to derive a selling price. To my chagrin, the real estate agent
arrived at a much lower price although we were both using the same data. The difference was
that I had narrowed it down to my immediate neighborhood where home values were clearly
climbing. In just 17 days, my house sold at the full asking price, putting extra money in my
pocket instead of leaving it on the table.
Our special section dives into this idea of leaving money on the table, which is what happens
when organizations fail to capitalize on data-driven innovation to cut costs and capture new
revenue opportunities. Of course it’s no surprise that data and analytics are empowering, but
the dollar figure of the potential cost savings and revenues that could be gained by fully leveraging business analytics is truly staggering—$766 billion annually, according to a recent survey.
When it comes to putting data-driven innovation into practice, these organizations are
among the best: Berry Bros. & Rudd opened new markets by using data to create personalized
offers to customers while Telefónica U.K. integrated geospatial and customer data to improve
real-time communications with customers and make better decisions. Likewise, Raiffeisen
Bank International harmonized its data to better model profitability and risk.
Of course these things don’t just happen on their own. Scott Gnau, president of Teradata
Labs, tells us how technology enables companies like these to innovate and discover hidden
business opportunities in their data. In addition, this issue explains modern integrated solutions, including in-database offerings, that overcome traditional challenges with analytics. We
also find out about the enterprise-class Teradata® Aster R, which provides a gateway to opensource R, without limitations, enabling key analytics tasks into the Teradata Aster Discovery
Platform. In addition, we learn how “data lakes,” when combined with an enterprise data
warehouse, allow businesses to derive even greater value from their data.
Using these and other Teradata solutions to their full capabilities helps businesses uncover
new ways to expand their business and stake their claim to the hundreds of billions of dollars
being ignored. So don’t leave money on the table. Step up and take it! T

Jennifer Niemela
Editor-at-Large
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ReeL StoRy

Raiffeisen Bank International:
Speaking the Language of Data
Video

Markus Lochner

Head of Project
Management,
Raiffeisen Bank
International

R

aiffeisen Bank International, headquartered in Vienna, Austria, operates
in 17 countries across Central and Eastern Europe. Because conflicting
results from the finance and risk departments were making it difficult for
the business to make informed decisions, Raiffeisen embarked on a journey to
build an enterprise-wide data warehouse based on a harmonized risk and financial data model.
Now, Raiffeisen’s integrated data warehouse lets risk and finance speak the same
language, allowing everyone to share and benefit from the same information. Users
spend more time interpreting the data instead of scrutinizing the quality, which
leads to deeper, more granular insights. Those insights can even be shared across
markets and then tested, refined and applied to improve profitability. Integrating
customer, product and other data, for example, enabled Raiffeisen to see which
products and services delivered the most value. That information then helped
determine cross-selling and upselling opportunities across other markets for
improved business results. T
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“Now talking the same
language and using the same
business terms with the same
definitions behind them, you
suddenly get different insights.”

RaIffeISen Bank
InteRnatIonaL
Headquarters: Vienna, Austria
Industry: Finance
founded: 1927

rEEl sTory

Telefónica U.K.:
Providing a Better Experience
Video

luke Mullins

Information Strategies,
Telefónica U.K.

T

elefónica U.K., one of the largest telecommunications companies in the U.K., is
on a mission to expand its customers’ mobile capabilities and provide a better
experience across all channels. The telco, which is widely known for its popular
brand O2, is utilizing big, diverse data to provide better products and services to more
than 23 million consumers while enhancing network performance.
By integrating geospatial and customer data, the company is now able to effectively
communicate with its customers in real time and make better data-driven decisions. For
example, if a customer is on the Eurostar train heading to France, a text message can be
sent—provided the person has opted in—offering bolt-ons for roaming data allowances
when the train reaches an out-of-network area. This not only saves the customer money,
it discourages him or her from using a competitor’s network.
Telefónica U.K. is also exploring signal strength issues and call failure data, including when and where those calls were made, to improve its network and keep customers
connected to the people and things they care about. Integrating call data with customer
survey data allows the company to gain more insight and develop a clearer picture of
its customers. T
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“The use of big data is something that we are making more
and more use of. We have data
that’s anonymized and provided
to another area of the company,
our digital arm, which produces
services and products from this
information.”

TElEfónica U.K.
Headquarters:
Berkshire, England
industry: Telecommunications
founded: 2006
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case Study

Berry Bros. & Rudd

Cheers to the Customer

F

or more than 300 years, Berry Bros. & Rudd has continued
to connect wine makers and wine drinkers around the world.
But with more than 4,000 different selections available and

45,000 customers, including the British royal family, Britain’s oldest
wine and spirit retailer needed a way to distribute the right wine to
the right customer at the right time.

by Carly Schramm

After integrating customer data such as wine preferences and
online search data with supplier information, Berry Bros. & Rudd
was able to craft customized, relevant offers. Now 175,000 targeted
emails are sent each month using the Teradata® Digital Messaging
Center, which has led to increased website traffic and transactions. >>
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Berry Bros. & Rudd
opens new markets by
creating personalized
offers for wine
drinkers across
the globe.

Jonathan White, senior marketing manager for Berry Bros. & Rudd,

Steeped in tRadition

discusses the British brand’s successful marketing strategy.

What is the business objective
for Berry Bros. & Rudd?
Jonathan White: The business
has a vision to be the world’s leading
wine and spirit merchant. We want to
be the closest link between the people
who make the wine and the people
who drink it. The wines we buy aren’t
bought because they’re in great supply
or because they’re the right price point
for what we’re trying to achieve. We
buy them because they’re something
we think our customers will enjoy.
How are you able to achieve
that vision?
White: Having the Teradata Digital
Messaging Center enables us to target
customers based on information they
have provided to us via preferences,
their transactional history with us or
other means. Even things like knowing what products they looked at on
our website means that we’re able to
serve their needs by targeting them
with relevant wine offers at the right
time to make a sale. We can’t just send
out mass communications because we
just don’t have the product available to
support that kind of messaging.
Has this resulted in improved
customer interaction?
White: The reach of our emails has
certainly improved. They are generating and contributing to an increased
number of visitors to our site. In fact,

for the last six months, we’ve seen
record numbers. And seeing a lot more
customers coming in and buying wines
that are of slightly less value is actually
encouraging. It’s potentially opening
up a new market—customers who we
may not have had two, three or four
years ago.
Can you explain your
approach for marketing to
new customers?
White: We have a range of more than
4,000 products from different regions
at different price points. What we like
to do with our welcome program is
similar to our main email program,
which is to target customers based on
some of the initial information that
they’ve given to us. We don’t want to
bombard a customer with all of these
services at one time. So we look at
some of the interaction based on the
data that we’ve received from them
to welcome them to the brand with a
message, which we believe is reasonably tailored as a starting point.
Why is data-driven marketing
important for your company?
White: We know in the changing
world that customers expect more
from brands and the products and
services that they choose to buy, so we
need to make sure that every time we
send a communication to a customer
that it’s completely relevant. >>

1698
The shop now known as Berry Bros. &
Rudd is established at No. 3 St. James
Street in London.
1760
The traditional British wine retailer
builds a solid customer base by serving
many famous patrons, including the
British royal family under King George
III. Other prominent customers in
Berry Bros. & Rudd’s history include
William Pitt the Younger, Aga Khan and
Lord Byron.
1810
George Berry’s name is placed above
the storefront.
1845
George Berry’s sons George Jr. and
Henry take over the family business.
1920
Hugh Rudd joins Berry Bros.
1960s
The company ends its tradition of
bottling wines itself.
1998
The wine retailer celebrates 300 years
in business.
2013
The company becomes the first major
retailer in the U.K. to give Chinese
wines a permanent place in its diverse
selection of products.
2014
Berry Bros. & Rudd, already Britain’s
oldest wine and spirit retailer, continues
to be privately owned by the Berry and
Rudd families.
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“We know in the
changing world that
customers expect more
from brands and the
products and services
that they choose to buy,
so we need to make
sure that every time we
send a communication
to a customer that it’s
completely relevant.”
—Jonathan White, senior marketing
manager, Berry Bros. & Rudd
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For example, if customers are
searching for a particular product
on our website, we can create offers
that are tailored toward that product
immediately. We can also send targeted communications via email and
other channels, which really capture
what customers are looking for at the
moment. We can base our marketing
campaign on what a proportion of our
customers are searching for and hopefully provide a solution to a problem
that customers don’t yet know about.
If we can serve content prior to
customers needing it, that’s fantastic
for us and hopefully fantastic for them.
They’re going to receive a product that
they need and they don’t even have to
think about it. It’s a great opportunity
to use close to real-time data to act
upon things and set the marketing
agenda rather than analyze it and use
it for the future when things have
probably already changed.
What do you plan to
accomplish next for your
business marketing?
White: The vision for the website is
to have a real customer journey that

follows the process we’ve implemented
on the digital side of our email.
We want the website to recognize a
customer and tailor the homepage
and various other landing pages to be
exactly the right kind of content for
that customer.
Serving different homepage content
based on whether a customer might
be a member of one of our programs
or buys wines of a certain value has a
great return on investment opportunity for us. We’ve also found that many
of our customers don’t come through
the traditional homepage anymore. A
lot of our development is going to be
how we can incorporate website design
to be responsive to a customer’s entry
point, not just focusing on a homepage. That will allow a better experience for our customers, which is what
we want for them. T
Carly Schramm is the assistant editor of
Teradata Magazine.
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Businesses that do not use data-driven innovation to its
full potential are missing huge revenue opportunities.
by Colleen Marble
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ncreasing competition,

global markets and customers who are in control define
today’s business environment. Many organizations are missing
opportunties to gain a deeper perspective of their customers and
business, be the first to act on trends and most importantly, seize
new revenues and cut costs.
Innovation is necessary for any company that wants to remain relevant and increase profits. The message, clearly, is this: If you haven’t
embraced the idea of competing and innovating based on data analytics,
then you’re leaving money—literally hundreds of billions of dollars
in some industries—on the table.
The fact that data analytics can deliver extreme
ROI isn’t exactly breaking news. What is new is that
researchers can now quantify how much potential
revenue and cost savings are at stake. Organizations
that leverage business analytics reap approximately
$766 billion in economic benefits annually, according to a 2013 report by the Cognizant Center for the
Future of Work “The Value of Signal (and the Cost
of Noise).” Furthermore, if those same companies
were to use all of the analytics techniques currently
available, they could generate an additional $91
billion in the next 12 months.
You have the opportunity to add some of that
money to your coffers. If you’re not willing to

take it, then you’re leaving it on the table for your
competition to scoop up.

Innovation Trumps Inaction
When organizations collect, use and reuse data
for purposes that they might not have originally
envisioned, they seize the power of analytics to
make sense of and deliver deeper perspectives
into the business. With the resulting datadriven innovation, they can retain their own
leadership position or even reinvent themselves
to dethrone the reigning industry leader and
emerge as the new front-runner. >>

Leading companies experience triple the rate of sustained growth
compared to businesses that don’t practice data-driven innovation.
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Key AreAs of
opportunity
Data-driven innovation can open business
opportunities and deliver myriad benefits:
> Products and services
Without data informing product and
service developments, businesses must
operate blindly. It’s hard to come up with
the right products and services without
information. With data analytics, you
get a lot of information quickly to better
understand the manufacturing process.
Then you can incorporate that insight into
development processes to produce a higher
quality product.
> Business Processes
Insights made possible through data analytics
can help companies rethink how they
do business. By changing organizational
structures and processes, you’re going to be
able to take advantage of the opportunities
available today. Strategy, organization,
process—everything—has to be aligned, and
that’s what distinguishes firms that do well
versus those that don’t.
> Business models
If a business is not paying attention, it can
miss the changes and shifts that take place
in the market. A major technology company
completely changed the music industry by
rethinking the CD-based business model. By
paying attention to where the technology and
the consumer experience were heading and
then taking quick action, the company had a
significant advantage that helped it emerge
as a leader. You have to keep on producing
new goods and services, new processes and
new business models.
—Saikat Chaudhuri, adjunct professor of
management at the Wharton School of Business
and executive director of the Mack Institute for
Innovation Management.
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Consider the classic example of Netflix, the company
that turned the DVD rental industry on its head with
a disruptive business model that brick-and-mortar
stores simply could not match: monthly subscriptions
offering flat-fee unlimited rentals with no due dates,
late fees, or shipping and handling charges—all from
the comfort of home.
It was a case of good vision by a data-driven company. And because Netflix understands that the marketplace and customer expectations are constantly
evolving, it has continued to set the pace with new
offerings such as Internet streaming and original programming. With 50 million members in 40 countries
consuming more than one billion hours of TV shows
and movies per month, the company grew its revenue
to nearly $1.3 billion last year.
“Netflix began to understand the data, what we call
the ‘code halo,’ around its customers, and as a result,
it was able to read your mind. ‘If you liked this, then
maybe you’ll like that,’” explains Ben Pring, co-director
of the Cognizant Center for the Future of Work and
co-author of the 2013 report. “That was a revolution. It really changed commerce, selling and the
customer interface.”
In today’s volatile environment, any company that
wants to claim its share of the billions available must
apply analytics against a range of integrated data to
connect with consumers, and to identify new opportunities that can define—and redefine—industries.

Lead With Vision
The ability to spot trends and quickly act on them can
lead to an 11.3% boost in revenue and a 10.7% reduction
in costs, according to Cognizant’s 2013 report. Those
gains are nearly double the performance of companies
that simply capture data as opposed to analyzing and
acting on it. Leading companies also experience triple
the rate of sustained growth compared to businesses that
don’t practice data-driven innovation. >>

Course for ACtion
Organizations like the Center for the Future of Work
and the Mack Institute for Innovation Management
have studied the behaviors of data-driven companies.
They found several best practices that can help any
organization achieve success in leveraging data:
> Start with a Strategy. It’s easy to collect data,
but organizations must also think about how to
use that information and tie it back to key business
decisions. “Leaders think about the strategic
dimension first,” notes Saikat Chaudhuri, adjunct
professor of management at the Wharton School of
Business and executive director of the Mack Institute
for Innovation Management. “Then they ask the
question, ‘How are we going to get there?’”
> get inSpiration from otherS. “Look at the
broader dimensions that are sweeping your

However, the gains don’t happen overnight. “We tend to
associate any IT initiative with a quick return on investment,” notes Karthik Krishnamurthy, vice president and
global business leader for the Enterprise Information
Management Practice at Cognizant. “We don’t give it
enough time to fail and gain and fail again. With innovation, it’s important to treat it like a science experiment.
Create an experimentation platform, make a hypothesis,
test the hypothesis, prove or disprove it and move on to
the next hypothesis. If you think of innovation as a classic
waterfall model, you won’t get very far.”
The difference between the leaders and the laggards is
in the size of their vision. “You really need to embrace the
art of the possible,” says Krishnamurthy. “Many organizations start thinking about what they have today from a
data perspective and what they can do with it. What we’ve
seen organizations do that have really driven innovation
to a level that others haven’t is to think about what they
are not doing today and how they can actually achieve that
through data.”

industry, then identify other industries where those
innovations are already present,” says Karthik
Krishnamurthy, vice president and global business
leader for the Enterprise Information Management
Practice at Cognizant. “Healthcare is focusing
more and more on consumerization. Where has
consumerization existed for many years? Retail
and financial services. What are the data-driven
opportunities in those industries, and can we
adapt them to healthcare?”
> Start Small, but don’t Stay there. You
don’t need a billion records to derive business
meaning and drive innovation. Start by exploring
the data that already exists, asking questions like
“What do we already know?” and “What else do
we need to know?”
—C.M.

Make the Next Move
Data-driven innovation unleashes tremendous economic
and social value capable of transforming the way we work,
communicate, learn and do business.
“Big data, analytics, connected devices, seamless communication—all of these things are going to pervade
all industries,” says Saikat Chaudhuri, adjunct professor
of management at the Wharton School of Business and
executive director of the Mack Institute for Innovation
Management. “It’s just that some industries will use it more
on the front end of the value chain and others will use it
more on the back end.”
You have the chance to choose your future. The question
is, will it be the status quo or will you use data analytics
to uncover and exploit new opportunities for innovation,
growth and profit? T
Colleen Marble has been writing about business and
technology since 1996.
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A new ideology can deliver value—
and capture more money.
by Colleen Marble

Y

ou may think businesses

in industries that deal primarily in data, such as banking
and insurance, have an advantage over those that focus
on physical assets, such as retail and manufacturing. they don’t. any
organization, even a nonprofit, that finds new ways to take greater
advantage of its data through analytics can be more efficient, effective,
innovative—and increase the bottom line. >>
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Data analytics and the resulting insights and innovation are a science, says Saikat Chaudhuri, adjunct
professor of management at the Wharton School
of Business and executive director of the Mack
Institute for Innovation Management. “I think about
it as using a systematic, methodological approach
to inform not only the innovation outcomes but
also the innovation process, and perhaps even the
business models that are associated with products
and services.”
That ideology can inform and improve every
aspect of a business, including research and development, product innovation, production and marketing. “The better informed I am, the better I can
produce more relevant products and services that
not only meet market demands but also that function better,” Chaudhuri says. “With a lot of data to
give me feedback along the way, I can be more flexible in every step of the development process.”

Measurable Results Across Industries
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) looked at several industries
and found that data-driven innovation produces
tangible results wherever it is employed:
> Utilities. The use of data-driven smart grid
applications to identify consumption patterns
and forecast overall demand could reduce CO2
emissions by more than 2 gigatons by 2020.
> transportation. A leading navigation hardware and software provider is able to
collect more than 5 billion data points from
users every day. That data, along with similar
information from other mobile devices, can help
the transportation sector monitor traffic to save
time and reduce congestion. By 2020, personal
geographic data could provide $500 billion
in value worldwide in time and fuel savings.
Other location-based services can generate
additional savings.
> pUblic sector. Fully exploiting public sector data can help governments reduce

More AnAlytics MeAns
More Money
According to a study by the
Centre for Economics and
Business Research (CEBR),
increasing adoption of big data
analytics technologies will
result in bigger gains:
40.7 billion euros on an
annual basis by 2017.

administrative costs. Europe’s 23 largest governments could save up to 20% of those costs,
which is the equivalent of up to 300 billion
euros in new value. Other public sector information, such as crime statistics, educational
information and weather forecasts, can deliver
savings and value directly to the bottom line.
> HealtHcare. Big, diverse data could save
the U.S. healthcare sector an estimated $300
billion in the next six years by improving clinical
operations, service payment and pricing, and
research and development. That number doesn’t
include improvements in other areas that can
result from using real-time data to develop new
public health policies.

Positioned for Success
The growing volumes of data and new data sources
used across industries, and more importantly the
information’s social and economic value, signal a
shift toward organizations using a data-driven socioeconomic model, according to the OECD in its 2013
report “Exploring Data-Driven Innovation as a New
Source of Growth.” >>
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Yahoo! Japan puts InnovatIon to Work
Putting data-driven innovation to use for the business can lead to new
VIDEO
benefits. For example, Yahoo! Japan, which provides more than 100
services such as Internet searches, news, videos, fashion and shopping,
learned additional details about its customers by examining its data.
“We were able to conduct more detailed analytics because the
granularity of data has become finer. We analyze access logs, search on
images and videos. We are able to capture our users’ behavior in detail and
learn about their intentions,” says Naoyuki Kakuda, data solution division,
Yahoo! Japan. “No other company in Japan holds data, which tells you
what users did and what their intention of their behavior is, as much as we do.”
The analytics provided previously unavailable insights. “Which page on Yahoo did he/she look at? Which
query word did he/she use? What kind of advertisement was he/she interested in? Which link did he/she click?
What was his/her behavior on Yahoo?” Kakuda asks. “We can effectively analyze users’ behavior with multiple
points of view during the process of purchasing a product or our services.”

This type of model is industry agnostic and has
where you try to reduce the amount of
the potential to add millions, even billions,
claims or the amount of cost,” says
of dollars to the bottom line. “Everyone is
Krishnamurthy. “But given the degree
“The better
investing in data to a point where they’re
of data that you could potentially
informed
I
am,
the
trying to take their respective level of
tap into, you could turn it into a
data maturity upward,” says Karthik
revenue generation or profit center.
better I can produce
Krishnamurthy, vice president
Customer service is where you
more relevant products
and global business leader for the
are really tapping into customer
and
services
that
not
only
Enterprise Information Management
need, so companies may want to
practice at Cognizant. “That’s because
take a look at how they’re manmeet market demands but
moving backward raises a more funaging that and whether they’re
also that function better.”
damental question: Are you taking a
using data to drive innovation
—Saikat
Chaudhuri,
adjunct
position based on instinct or based
around those processes.”
professor of management at the
on insight?”
Wharton School of Business
Core processes can be enhanced by
The Way Forward
and executive director
data, such as operations management,
Data about customers, products and
of the Mack Institute
research and development, and the delivprocesses has the ability to provide
for Innovation
ery of products and services. “These are
every business with insights that can
Management
universal trends,” explains Chaudhuri. “It’s
lead to innovation and better decision
hard to not be affected. Even finance and accountmaking. The leaders in any industry are those
ing at some point are affected as you improve your ability
companies that consistently look for new ways to use
to make data-driven decisions.”
and benefit from existing and incoming data. T
Perhaps the most critical area relates to the customer. “I think most organizations tend to think of
Colleen Marble has been writing about business and
customer service as a cost engine, an environment
technology since 1996.
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ImplementIng a data-drIven strategy lets organIzatIons
Increase revenues, cut costs and plan for future growth.

If U.S. and European companies in just a few sectors—banking,
insurance, manufacturing, communications, information, and media
and entertainment—deployed all best-in-class tactics, they could

increase their overall gross value about

per
%
or
MORE 8
$2.61 trillion year.
THAN

%

Businesses that are embracing these data-driven strategies are
not only seeing revenue rise, they’re also improving supply chains,
creating better products and services, and cutting costs.

%
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of survey
respondents said
their companies
are growing
because they use
data analytics to
shape new product
and service
development.
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of survey respondents
said that “meaningmaking,” or extracting
business insights from
data, impacted revenue
growth most when it
was embedded into
sales, marketing and
customer service.
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Improving
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Source: Cognizant “The Value of Signal (and the Cost of Noise),” Oct. 2013.
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Data-driven insights
help chief financial officers
identify opportunities,
save money and guide
the C-suite.
by Kim Autrey

Meet the New

CFO
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A

s organizations adjust strategic investments with an eye
toward capturing revenue growth, today’s CFOs need every
edge to help their businesses make profitable decisions. Even
in an environment of flat or decreasing budgets, that means going
beyond typical finance functions to delivering insights and leadership
to the business. While this expanding role can be challenging, it can
also prove rewarding if organizations take a data-driven approach to
managing financial data and performance metrics.
New Approach for Changing Needs
The pressure to provide more value-added services
while maintaining or reducing budgets has never
been higher for CFOs. They are facing increased
regulatory and market changes along with the need
for greater transparency into their financial results.
These requirements place a growing importance
on financial departments to have the ability to
analyze and report on the business at much finer
levels of granularity than in the past. Frequently,
this has to be done in ways not supported by existing financial systems.

Banking on Simplicity
A top 10 European retail bank borne from multiple
acquisitions with 10 million individual and 700,000
corporate clients had no integrated source of
enterprise data due to a highly complex process
and more than 200 systems. The bank needed an
integrated, scalable solution capable of handling
7 billion records (which were mushrooming by
40 million per day), while also meeting distinct
regulatory requirements across countries. By
developing its finance data warehouse, the
company achieved:
>> Five-day reduction in close cycle time
>> A single integrated platform for customer
profitability, statutory, regulatory and
management reporting
>> Increased time for analysts to spend analyzing
performance instead of validating data

The need to “do more with less” is forcing
many executives to rethink their historic
methodology that depends on departmental IT tools and processes that don’t necessarily support today’s integrated analytical
requirements. No longer can finance
departments spend 80% of their time on
low-value data integration, reconciliation
and report creation tasks. Instead, successful CFOs must now concentrate much
more of their teams’ energy on highervalue analysis and insights.

Moving Up the Analytic
Value Curve
Oftentimes, organizations are unable
to realize the vision of bringing in new
analytic capabilities without increasing the IT budget because they are
hindered by their traditional departmental approach to financial business
processes—which usually requires
taming or “untangling” increasingly
chaotic and siloed systems. This analytic
anarchy causes a range of challenges for
CFOs such as getting reports from multiple sources with conflicting answers,
resulting in costly manual reconciliation efforts and reduced confidence in
the data.
To advance their financial departments
up the “analytic value curve,” CFOs have
to shift the focus from simply providing
reports to also delivering value-added
services that can enable proactive guidance
for the business. Spend analytics, cash flow
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To overcome their challenges, CFOs
need to deploy an agile, sustainable
data-driven approach that enables
end-to-end data transparency and
governance to ensure quality and
consistently-defined data.

forecasting, and customer or product profitability insights
are all good examples. However, doing all this requires having the right systems and tools in place.

Empower the CFO
To overcome their challenges, CFOs need to deploy an
agile, sustainable data-driven approach that enables endto-end data transparency and governance to ensure quality data that is consistently defined. This enables finance
departments to move past existing roadblocks and expand
analytical capabilities while they also take advantage of new
opportunities and reduce IT costs.
Forward-thinking finance organizations are leveraging a
simplified and integrated data-driven approach to:
>>Decrease operating costs by consolidating and simplifying IT architectures
>>Improve transparency between reported financial
results and supporting transaction detail
>>Allow a consistent, holistic view of data across
financial functions
>>Reduce business reliance on IT
>>Manage detailed profitability and cost drivers to
improve customer, vendor and product profitability
>>Adapt quickly to market changes

Teradata Finance Reference
Architecture
Click to see what a next-generation finance
infrastructure looks like.
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Increase Performance,
Decrease Support Cost
A leading medical equipment
manufacturer found itself with multiple
financial enterprise resource planning
(ERP) and legacy environments to manage.
It also had to integrate new and existing
data sources, handle increasing volumes
of data and adapt to changing business
strategies—all while driving down costs. The
solution was to take a data-driven finance
approach by creating a global financial data
warehouse on a single platform. As a result,
the company experienced:
>> Reduced cycle time by 50%
>> Financial data refresh time reduced from
36 hours to less than five hours
>> Detailed visibility into multiple profit and
loss statements (P&Ls) and ERPs across
more than 300 legal entities and nearly
500 ledgers

>>Align performance metrics to drive accountability
>>Evolve finance into a value-added analytic enabler to
the business

New Job Description
As market competition continues to increase and business response times need to decrease, organizations can no
longer settle for basic results and metrics from the finance
department. The most effective CFOs will be those who
employ a data-driven finance approach—one that moves
finance functions up the analytic value chain to offer more
detailed analyses, better forecasting, and increasingly
granular information on products, suppliers, customers and
more. In turn, their organizations will generate analyses that
inform the business, increase corporate agility and point the
way to cost savings. T
Kim Autrey is Teradata’s senior industry consulting partner
lead for data-driven finance. He has more than 35 years of
financial and information technology experience.
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Turn Liquid
Information into
Solid Revenue
The potential value generated by free,
open data could reach $5 trillion annually.
by Suzy Frisch

A

gold mine of data is available for organizations
to access for free. Open data, also known as
“liquid information,” is data offered for anyone
to use, reuse and distribute at no cost.
At an April symposium, Gartner,
Inc., listed cost-effective open data
as a top strategic technology trend
for governments. “Many tend to
equate open data with public data.
However data can be defined as open
when it is machine-readable and is
accessible through an API [application programming interface]. This
can apply to potentially any data
that needs to be processed: whether
it be public, discoverable through
Freedom of Information Act requests
or restricted for use by a particular
government agency. This leads to new
ways of mashing up data coming from
different sources as well as the ability to
build new services and processes based
on open data,” according to an April
2014 news release, “Gartner Identifies
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the Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends
for Smart Government.”
Open data can fill information gaps
across industries, raise productivity through shared insights, enable
innovation and replace traditional
approaches with data-driven processes,
according to a McKinsey report, “Open
data: Unlocking innovation and performance with liquid information.” For
example, retailers can blend open data
such as weather and traffic information
with historical sales data to fine-tune
ordering supplies, lower inventory
costs and avoid lost sales due to running out of stock. One company found
that when the temperature climbed
18 degrees, sales of barbecue meat
increased 300% and lettuce jumped
50%, which helped with planning. >>

OPEN DATA IN THE REAL WORLD

Open data can fill
information gaps
across industries, raise
productivity through
shared insights, enable
innovation and replace
traditional approaches
with data-driven
processes.

Big Money, Big
Opportunities
Thanks to technology advancements
that power the ability to quickly
gather and process massive amounts
of information, open data is becoming more important—and more
lucrative. We’re not talking small
potatoes either. McKinsey pegs the
economic potential at $3 trillion to $5
trillion annually. It says open data is
helping create new businesses while
enabling established companies to
better segment markets, define new
products and services, and improve
the efficiency and effectiveness
of operations.
Analytics on liquid information can
find anomalies in costs and variations in performance that organizations can use to develop or improve
products and operations. A large city
cut costs by tapping into open data
and releasing detailed information

Many organizations have already put shared data to work.
A company dedicated to helping farmers integrated 30
years of weather data, 60 years of crop yield information
and 14 terabytes of soil data—free government data—to
help farmers around the world make data-based decisions
for their operations.
Other organizations crunch government data to help
consumers make informed decisions. Financial firms
rely on open data to provide a clearer window into
companies’ finances to identify sound investments.
Meanwhile, healthcare companies use liquid information
to assist patients and their families in picking
a quality hospital that meets their needs.
Individuals can share open data about healthcare,
exercise and eating habits via apps for a
healthier lifestyle.

on energy and water consumption.
Building operators in the city used
the data to benchmark their energy
efficiency practices and identify
opportunities for improvements.

Empowered Businesses
Open data can help businesses find
ways to share costs with partners
and put information assets to work
to generate revenue. Shared data
strategies support the same type of
business practices that lead to growth
and innovation.
Cheaper, more agile and collaborative methods for analyzing and
sharing data are now more available.
With these tools and methods, “firms
that embrace big data concepts,
open data and adopt new adaptive
intelligence approaches are creating next-generation smart systems
that overcome limitations and create
disruptive business innovations,”

UNLIMITED POTENTIAL
Click to see how open data can inspire new businesses, products
and services.

according to Forrester Research, Inc.’s
Brian Hopkins, Leslie Owens and John
C. McCarthy in their November 2013
report, “Top Technology Trends To
Watch: 2014 To 2016.”
To make the most of open data,
Forrester recommends that businesses
design predictive apps that can sense
their environment and respond in
real time, anticipate user action and
meet users’ needs. This is part of an
overall trend of shifting from aligned
information technology to empowered
business practices.

Everyone Wins
In recent years, nearly 60 nations
have jumped on the data-sharing
bandwagon, agreeing to open access to
troves of data and releasing 1 million
data sets. Now is the opportune time
to sort out what other data is ready to
be deployed for free to help businesses
refine benchmarks, improve operations and better plan for the future. T
Suzy Frisch has been a business writer
and journalist for more than 20 years.
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Achieve Your
Full PotentiAl
Drive innovation and discover new opportunities by pushing
your analytics technology to its maximum capacity.
by Scott Gnau

ou’ve probably heard the old adage that
people use only 10% of their brains. the
myth persists, despite multiple scientific
studies that have proven this statement
false. Why does it continue to get repeated?
Because most of us recognize that we could—and
should—be doing more to expand our knowledge
and exercise our cognitive abilities.
like our brains, technology is usually capable
of doing more than we ask of it. consider your
smartphone. it offers a surprising amount of
computing power, yet most of us rarely use it for
more than basic communication. the same can be
said for analytics. Few companies, in my opinion,
truly maximize their use of existing analytics tools.
As a result, they’re missing out on some or all of the
benefits that data-driven innovation can deliver to
every level of their organization. >>
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“...It’s now more critical
than ever to understand
how to consume all of that
information in a scalable and
predictable fashion so we can
tie it back to real business
value and ROI.”

Scott Gnau
President, teradata labs

The commonality between brains
and analytics is that raw processing
power by itself is not enough. You
have to use that power in a way that
produces results. A brain cell, in isolation, can’t do much. However, connect
several billion brain cells together and
suddenly you have the ability to speak,
dream, create and derive meaning out
of millions of daily inputs.
Similarly, there are many new technologies being spawned by the big data
craze, yet the real value is not found
in those individual cells of technology. It’s found in the way that those
technologies connect with each other
as well as to tools and applications
so they can deliver valuable insights.
Is Apache™ Hadoop® interesting
because you can store lots of data very
inexpensively in its native format? Of
course. But does it become more valuable when that data can be processed
to find signals among the noise—and
then connect it to your data warehouse
for a better view of, say, customer
behavior? Absolutely.

Show Business Value
few years ago, organizations
might have been asking how to
gather enough data to make sound
business decisions. Today, having
enough data certainly is not an
issue. Data is everywhere. The big
paradigm shift we see at Teradata is
that it’s now more critical than ever
to understand how to consume all
of that information in a scalable and
predictable fashion so we can tie it
back to real business value and ROI.
Some organizations are in denial
about the need for improved data
analytics or their lack of strategic
vision. They may not even realize how
far behind the competition they are or

understand the role data can play in
changing that reality.
Other companies get it right and
are proactively looking for ways
to make the most of their existing
analytics infrastructure. They have
the discipline to look at data strategically. They’ve made the investment
in the tools and processes that can
deliver that strategic vision. They’re
also continuing to look for new ways
to leverage data and analytics to create
new insights and innovation.
One of our top priorities at Teradata
is empowering all of our customers to
do that—to realize their full potential
through data analytics. In fact, that
imperative inspires our own determination to continually bring new and
innovative technologies and services
to market.

Leverage Current
Capabilities
here are three truths every
business should take to heart
in order to maximize their existing
analytics capabilities, regardless of
where they are on the path to datadriven innovation:
> Volume matters. Keep as much
raw data as you possibly can.
Data is the ore that you mine
to discover analytic gold. The
insights you uncover can change
and improve the way you do business. No data is too small—or too
big—to store and analyze later.
> Strategy comes first. Don’t
think in terms of applications.
Rather, think in terms of data.
There is no need to modify your
data or analytic requirements to
“fit” into any one application.
Instead, find, create or modify
the tools you need to turn the

information you have into actionable insights.
> Access is critical. Get as many
eyes on the data as you possibly can. Anyone in the business should be able to access
the data—in a way that ensures
privacy and security, of course—
so they can look for things that
are interesting and applicable
to them. Remember, IT staff,
application vendors and CEOs
are not going to have all the great
ideas. Encourage other people to
experiment with the data.

Reach for More
ata has the power to drive
innovation, reinvent your
business, and tap into newfound
opportunities and revenue streams.
However, that can happen only
if you have the analytic tools,
strategies and, perhaps more
importantly, the corporate
mentality to make the most of the
information you have now and will
gather in the future.
Don’t settle for less from your data
and analytics tools than maximizing
their full value. Work them harder;
push them further. Like using more
than a small portion of your brain
to expand your individual knowledge, use your analytics capabilities
to their greatest capacity to drive
innovation, increase your business
potential, grow revenues and gain a
competitive advantage. T
Scott Gnau is president of Teradata
Labs. He directs research, development and sales support activities
for Teradata integrated data warehousing, big data analytics and
associated solutions.
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Clearing
Obstacles
The Teradata® Unified Data Architecture™
overcomes four common analytics challenges
to deliver maximum value from data.
by Chris Twogood

B

ig data analytics is a top priority for organizations
that want to derive insights from all available data to
improve productivity, cut costs, reduce churn, enhance
the customer experience and seize new business opportunities.
But even as the number of big data initiatives keeps growing,
four obstacles continue to stand in the way:
1. MEETing ExpAnDED
UsER nEEDs
Most companies have discovered
that providing analytic information to a greater number of users
benefits the business. In fact,
the Economist Intelligence Unit
found that 77% of executives
believe more employees need
access to big, diverse data to make
informed decisions.
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However, while data scientists typically
know how to find relevant data, extract it,
process it and make sense of the results,
other users do not. Corporate and line
of business managers, for example, don’t
have the expertise to use all of the needed
techniques and tools. The traditional
approach to analytics that relied on IT
or analysts to create reports and build
dashboards no longer works and can add
weeks or months to any process. >>

the unifieD Difference

2. GrowinG Volumes
of Data
Data volumes are increasing rapidly.
According to IDC, the amount of data
being created and copied annually is
doubling in size every two years and
will reach 44 trillion gigabytes by the
year 2020.
Part of the growth is due to the
increased appeal of extracting insights
from previously unused data sets
such as social media streams and
unstructured data sources like emails
and call logs. Many businesses need
vastly different data types, while some
projects may involve text analysis of
tens of thousands of files. The result
is exponentially more data routinely
being captured and saved.
3. increasinG DemanDs
on it
IT budgets have been flat or experienced only modest growth for the last
several years. In June, Gartner forecast
worldwide IT spending for 2014 to
grow just 2.1% from last year.
At the same time, demands for new
IT services have skyrocketed. As big
data analytics projects are designed
and implemented, IT departments
may not be able to dedicate resources
in the timeframe needed by end users
and business units. Some initiatives
also bring added complexity that
further drains resources and slows the
time to get results.
4. inteGratinG
technoloGies
Organizations require a very broad
range of technologies to capture and
access data, use new methods based
on SQL and non-SQL analytics, and
extract more insights. And these technologies need to work well together.

To address the challenges organizations face with big data
analytics, the Teradata® Unified Data Architecture™ integrates these
three types of engines to provide the best fit-for-purpose analytical
capabilities for any data:
> Data warehouse with the Teradata Database, which delivers
strategic and operational analytics across the enterprise so
users can access a single source of consistent, centralized and
integrated data.
> Data discovery component enabled by Teradata Aster SQLMapReduce™ for iterative analytics against multi-structured and
structured data. Pre-packaged analytics allows businesses to
quickly start data-driven discovery.
> Data platform such as the Teradata Integrated Big Data Platform
to provide a complete, integrated solution for applying business
analytics to massive amounts of detailed data at an affordable
cost per terabyte. Or when an open-source Apache™ Hadoop®
solution is required, Teradata delivers an engineered and
supported Hadoop appliance that goes beyond standard ones.
The Unified Data Architecture also integrates key enabling
technologies such as Teradata QueryGrid™, BYNET®, Teradata
Viewpoint, Teradata Unity™, SQL Assistant and a global support
model. This offers transparent access, seamless data movement
and a single operational view of the architecture.

According to TechTarget’s “Analytics
& Data Warehousing Reader Survey
— Europe,” integration with enterprise applications is the top factor
for organizations when evaluating or
selecting BI tools.
A single analytics engine or data
infrastructure by itself will not give
a business the flexibility to apply
analytics across the enterprise. In
addition, mandating that users work
with specific but unfamiliar tools
requires expensive and extensive
training, while certain tools can limit
how data is examined.

Comprehensive Architecture
Offers Unique Payback
Progressing from an existing data
capture, storage and processing

system to a true big data architecture
requires more than simply adding
Apache™ Hadoop,® Pig or other technologies. A well-planned approach
gives organizations a choice of data
extraction and analytics tools without locking users into solutions that
lack flexibility. The approach should
also let organizations leverage their
current capabilities, such as existing data discovery or analytics tools,
while allowing for new technologies
such as Hadoop or another platform
to capture, store and refine data.
In addition, a discovery platform
should be used to help manage a wide
variety of data. Finally, any solution
needs to include an integrated data
warehouse to ensure information is
accessible and easily managed. >>
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The Teradata® Unified Data Architecture™ delivers an integrated data warehouse, data platform and discovery
platform to capture insights from all data.

Most importantly, the solution must
address end user issues to allow for the
expansion of analytics beyond data
scientists to include business analysts,
marketing executives, managers and
customer-facing employees. The
Teradata® Unified Data Architecture™
(see figure) meets all of these requirements to deliver:
> Agility that eliminates much of
the strain on IT that was common
with traditional approaches
> Simplicity by allowing the
consumption of data in raw
format, which saves time and
reduces errors
> Flexibility to use different analytics techniques or engines on the
data, see the data in new ways, ask
more questions and derive insights
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> Accessibility for providing users
with self-service access to all of
their data using existing tools
and skills

Deeper Perspective for
Smarter Decisions
When organizations are able to
integrate all of their data together for
analysis, they gain greater insights
to improve and grow their business.
The Unified Data Architecture helps
companies effectively move, manage
and access their data, allowing all
types of users to more easily run their
analytics tools and applications for
more optimized workflows and faster
time to insight.
The primary value of the Unified
Data Architecture is its ability to

convert data—big, small and all
combinations—into useful, actionable
information that leads to smarter business decisions. The solution uncovers previously unknown patterns
and identifies key events that trigger
actions or behaviors. The integrated
design delivers enhanced value by
giving organizations the highest return
on their analytics. T
Chris Twogood is vice president of
Product and Services Marketing
for Teradata.

ONLINE
This article is based on the
white paper “Data is Just Data:
The Unified Data Difference.”
Download it on Teradata.com.

INDUSTRY EYE

Factories of
the Future
Dark data in the value chain
cosmos opens up new opportunities
for manufacturers.
by Monica Mullen

I

n today’s hyper-connected and fast-evolving marketplace, manufacturers must
innovate to optimize productivity, anticipate market opportunities and influence
customers. The way ahead may lie in dark data. Just as invisible dark matter and energy
shape our cosmos, dark data—produced during an increasingly complex manufacturing
process—offers the potential to shape the factories of the future.
By integrating data along the value
chain and employing robust analytics,
manufacturers can create a “digital
thread” extending from the supplier
to the customer. Greater visibility
along the continuum provides a
cost-effective means to operationalize and analyze dark data to identify
patterns and enhance insights. This,
in turn, can lead to better decisions
that improve thin margins and satisfy
customer expectations.

Invisible Data at Work
Industry analysts have noted that data
and analytics will be the foundation
of the modern industrial revolution. A
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recent Frost & Sullivan study predicts
“…the Internet of things, Internet of
services, big data and integrated industry will leave a decisive impact across
all sections of the manufacturing value
chain.” From the shop floor to field
services, immensely valuable data is
created by:
> Machine logs
> Equipment sensors
> Product telematics
> Consumer clickstream
> Social media
By capturing smart product
telematics and analyzing consumer
clickstream data, companies can more
accurately forecast supply needs and

Dark Data DefineD
Dark data is information
generated in the process
of doing business that is
not integrated into current
IT processes, rendering it
“invisible” to the business.

react quickly to optimize production
and delivery. Plus, by leveraging dark
data generated by sensors and telematics, companies can isolate supply,
production and performance issues or
bottlenecks within the manufacturing
process to minimize disruption. >>

Modern Architecture Solution
The integration of dark data with current operational data requires an infrastructure to support the
analytics and information handling necessary for manufacturers to confidently bring opportunities
to market. By simplifying the integration and analytics of known and dark data types, the Teradata®
Unified Data Architecture™ quickly delivers actionable information. The solution uses a common compute
fabric across the Teradata workload-specific platform family, which encompasses cost-effective data
architectures from Apache™ Hadoop® and enterprise-class, massively parallel processing relational database
management systems.
This modern architecture creates greater flexibility for business areas throughout the enterprise, from
engineering and supply chain to marketing and field services. It enables multiple levels of analytic functions,
including basic reporting, BI, data mining, data science, pattern detection and exploration.

A Vital Link in the
Supply Chain
In its “IDC Manufacturing Insights
2014 Predictions: Worldwide
Manufacturing” news release, IDC
forecasts that an overriding consideration in supply chain strategies is
operational efficiency. To reinforce
smarter, faster decision making,
companies need a granular perspective into their supply chains, which
are becoming increasingly global in
nature. This perspective can be gained
by leveraging data and analytics.
Visibility into the individual components of a complex supply chain is
critical for timely and agile customer
fulfillment. Greater visibility into
demands in the supply chain alerts
manufacturers about the availability
of raw materials, which enhances
companies’ ability to achieve just-intime delivery. Informed by relevant
data, operations teams are better
positioned to rapidly head off supply
problems, which improves productivity and profitability.
Quality, Innovation and
Customer Connections
Product development, design and
engineering teams often miss out on
valuable consumer information that
could drive innovation or improve
quality. Dark data can help companies

To reinforce smarter,
faster decision making,
companies need a
granular perspective
into their supply chains.
round out a 360-degree view of the
consumer as well as product use
and performance.
In this era of social media, consumers are more than customers—they
are brand ambassadors and a sales
force with the power to positively or
negatively impact an organization’s
profitability. This makes connecting
with them critical to sustain commercial success and market relevance.
With a well-designed analytics
framework that integrates dark
data and provides ready access to it,
manufacturers can enhance customer
satisfaction and brand loyalty by
reducing unplanned product downtime through the use of telematics and
sensor data that anticipates product
failures or malfunctions. By integrating telematics with social media
data to capture customer feedback,

manufacturers can respond in real
time to emerging flaws or difficultto-use features by communicating
with customers and proactively taking
action to improve product design. In
addition, customer or field data can
be used to support new offerings to
exceed customer expectations and
boost product adoption rates.
Deeper insights also allow manufacturers to monitor operational and
product data to maximize product
quality, bring better products to market faster, create or increase competitive advantage, and boost ROI.

Dark Data, Bright Future
An expanding galaxy of information
offers manufacturers unprecedented
levels of resiliency and innovation
to meet consumers’ ever-changing
demands for customization, mobility and sustainability. By bringing
together and analyzing dark data
from supplier to product to customer,
factories of the future can bring visibility to the farthest reaches of the
value chain to maximize productivity and take customer satisfaction to
new heights. T
Monica Mullen is the marketing
director for manufacturing for
Teradata’s Industry Content and
Marketing group.
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On Your Mark,
Get Set, Get
Data Driven
Align your go-forward strategies across the
organization and embark on your marketing journey
with Teradata Marketing Consulting.
by Katrina Willis

T

he amount of digital information available to
marketers continues to grow exponentially. How
marketers choose to use that information can
determine their success or failure. The key to outmaneuvering the competition and becoming an established
industry leader is to adopt a data-driven marketing
approach—one that uses analytic insights to create an
unprecedented customer experience.
Although the path to evolving into a data-driven organization offers great opportunities, it is also fraught with
potential roadblocks. Many marketers have difficulty navigating the vast amounts of data available to them in order
to connect with their customers in meaningful ways. In fact,
a Teradata survey revealed that less than 10% of marketers
believe they are using their data in a systematic way, leaving much of the gathered information unused. >>
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Sometimes, marketers who are lost
in their data need help mapping their
optimal route to business success. The
first step is to determine where they
are on their data-driven journey so
they can align their go-forward strategies across the organization.

Identify the Starting Point
The integrated capabilities necessary to empower a truly data-driven
marketing approach exist across a vast
continuum. There is an ongoing process of growth, and companies attain
various stages of maturity in their
systems and practices as they evolve.
To understand where your organization currently resides on the marketing
continuum, consider these questions:
> Which modern marketing capabilities have started to emerge from
your legacy practices, and where
can fresh thinking help point your
team in the right direction?
> Where have you begun to develop
new marketing initiatives, and how
can you benefit from expert advice?
> How do you practice new datadriven techniques, and would it
be helpful to validate your current
marketing approach?
> Could you benefit from learning how others optimize their
marketing, and would those
insights help elevate your approach
even further?
> How do you lead the way in
advanced marketing approaches,
and can you point to any success
as evidence?
Expert Navigational Help
Teradata Marketing Consulting can
help you answer those important
marketing questions. The team can
determine where you are on your
data-driven marketing journey and
help establish the route that will best

supports internal discussions and
proposed changes
> A measure of your organization’s
effectiveness so it can be prepared
to move forward with a real-world
view of its progress
> The identification of gaps in
integrated marketing capabilities, processes and infrastructure,
which are the biggest barriers to
achieving business objectives

enable you to evolve into the business
you want to become.
A team of expert consultants kicks
off the process by conducting indepth interviews with managers and
executives across the organization.
The discussions fuel an evaluation
and assessment of current integrated marketing capabilities. Once
your position on the data-driven
spectrum is established, the con-

Less than 10% of marketers believe they are
using their data in a systematic way.
sulting team helps align core capabilities to better support individual
business objectives.
The consultants identify areas
for investment based on the chasm
between where the business currently
exists and where it aspires to be in the
future. Throughout this process, business objectives remain the key drivers
in all recommendations.
In addition, consultants draw
parallels between your capabilities
and those found in similar industries
and peer groups. This helps measure
your current position and establishes
benchmarks for growth potential
against competitors. With a central
focus on strategy development, the
Teradata team works hand-in-hand
with your company to develop an
integrated marketing baseline and a
strategy for execution.

Set and Reach Expectations
When you engage with a Teradata
Marketing Consulting team, you will
receive expert and individualized
guidance through advisory services
that include:
> An independent assessment,
based on intensive interviews, that

> Recommended initiatives that can
be quickly incorporated into business practices and are designed to
achieve optimal results
You also get the reassurance that
Teradata is providing seasoned
marketing professionals who have
helped numerous global organizations
establish and execute their data-driven
marketing strategies.

A Trip Worth Taking
Author Lewis Carroll once wrote, “If
you don’t know where you are going,
any road will get you there.” This holds
true for marketing, which is why it’s
crucial to set marketing goals and a
strategy for reaching them. Teradata
consultants can provide a detailed and
thorough assessment of your organization’s current integrated capabilities,
and then deliver recommendations that
enable you to achieve the data-driven
marketing success needed for your business to thrive. T
Katrina Willis is a senior writer
at Teradata. She has accumulated
more than 20 years of experience
developing marketing materials for
high-tech industries.
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Jump in
a Data Lake
Next-generation systems enable
organizations to perform more analytics
on more data with less effort.
by Dan Woods

A

s data continues to increase in volume, variety and velocity at a pace rarely seen
in the past, companies are looking for new solutions to help them capture and
exploit it. An emerging and popular way to organize and build the next generation of systems is the data lake—a very large, easily accessible repository that holds
massive volumes of structured and unstructured data. Companies are combining the
capabilities of a data lake with existing data warehouses to break new ground and provide
more business value.
Businesses are using the solutions, which can include platforms such as Apache™
Hadoop® and the Teradata® Integrated Big Data Platform 1700, as an evolution of their
existing data architecture. >>
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4 StageS of ImplementatIon
The exact path can differ based on the starting point, goals and
company culture, but an organization generally forms its data lake
in four distinct stages as the implementation grows and matures:

New Way to Deliver Value
As information becomes increasingly available, companies need
help extracting insights from big,
diverse data through applications
built to serve the business. Initially,
data lakes provided a cost-effective
and technologically feasible way to
master new challenges with capabilities to:
> Capture and store raw data at
scale for a low cost
> Store many types of data in the
same repository
> Perform transformations on
the data
> Define the structure of the data
at the time it’s used
> Enable new types of data
processing
> Allow single-subject analytics
based on very specific use cases
The first implementations were
created to handle Web data at organizations such as Google and Yahoo
that were focused on very large data
sets. However, capabilities were
limited and batch orientation meant
there was only a single means for
user action with the data. Plus, users
had to have very specific skills. With
the release of Hadoop 2, flexibility
and additional capabilities were
continually added to the data lake.
As the wave of big, diverse data
kept coming, companies that had
invested years in creating enterprise
data warehouses (EDWs) began to
look at complementing them with

1. Handle data at scale. Get the plumbing in place to acquire and
transform data at scale. The analytics can be quite simple at this
point, but you’ll learn how to make Apache™ Hadoop® work the
way you want it to.
2. Build transformation and analytics muscle. Organizations will
find the tools that are most appropriate to their skill sets and
start acquiring more data and building applications. Capabilities
from the enterprise data warehouse (EDW) and the data lake are
used together.
3. make a broad operational impact. Put data and analytics into the
hands of as many people as possible. The data lake and EDW now
work in unison, each playing its role.
4. add enterprise capabilities. Few companies have reached this
high level of maturity, but many will as the use of big, diverse
data grows and requires governance, compliance, security
and auditing.

data lakes for an efficient and effective solution.

Dive into Discovery and
Exploration
When data lakes and EDWs are
joined together, they form a hybrid,
unified system. This lets users ask
questions that can be answered by
more data and more analytics with
less effort.
EDW capabilities are being
expanded to allow information
from a data lake to be incorporated
into queries using various methods. Teradata, for example, created
Teradata QueryGrid™ that provides a
SQL transparency layer to allow data
in Hadoop to be explored through
queries issued by the EDW.
A powerful alternative to performing data discovery with only the data

lake and the EDW is incorporating a
specialized discovery platform into
the architecture. For instance, the
Teradata Aster Discovery Platform
gives users powerful, high-impact
insights from big, diverse data.
This is done through an integrated
solution optimized for multiple
analytics on all data with speed and
minimal effort.
To enhance integration between
the Teradata Aster Discovery
Platform and the data lake, Teradata
supports capabilities for query
transparency through Teradata
QueryGrid. In addition, the Teradata
Aster File Store™ (AFS) enables
quick and easy ingestion of multistructured data coming from the
data lake in raw format. AFS supports many Hadoop APIs that make
this data transfer fast and seamless. >>
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Data Lake Architecture

Workloads
Enterprise Data Warehouse

Discovery Platform

Data Lake

Hundreds to thousands of concurrent users performing
interactive analytics. Users rely on advanced workload
management capabilities to enhance query performance
and batch processing.

Platform optimized for
multiple big data discovery
analytics on all data with
speed and minimal effort.

Batch processing of data at
scale. Currently improving
its capabilities to support
more user interactions.

Teradata® Enterprise
Data Warehouse

Data Lake

Discovery
Platform

Script

SQL

NoSQL Stream Search Others

YARN: Data Operating System
HDFS
(Hadoop distributed file system)

Operations

Teradata Aster
Discovery Platform

Batch

Security

Governance
and integration

EDW

Traditional and Emerging Sources
Customer relationship
management

Enterprise resource
planning

Billing data

Clickstream

Online chat

Sensor data

Social media

Subscriber data

Product catalog

Network data

Server logs

Call detail
records

Merchant
listings

Data protection
manager

An enterprise data warehouse, data lake and discovery platform facilitate analytics across the architecture to
answer queries quickly.

Through the YARN project, different
types of workloads such as streaming,
search and NoSQL can now connect
with Hadoop. (See figure.)

Integrated Capabilities
Accelerate Returns
The emergence of the data lake comes
from the need to manage and exploit
all forms of data, including new data.
The ultimate “shape” of the data lake
is determined by what an organization
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wants to accomplish and how the current data processing architecture needs
to change.
By working together, the data lake
and EDW provide a synergy of capabilities that delivers accelerating returns.
Organizations are able to do more with
their data, and do it faster, to drive
results and gain greater value. T
Dan Woods is an author, speaker
and entrepreneur with experience in

business and computer science. He is
the CTO and editor of CITO Research,
a website dedicated to improving the
performance of CIOs and CTOs.

ONLINE
This article is based on the white
paper “Putting the Data Lake to
Work.” For more information on
building a data lake, download the
white paper on Teradata.com.

We Do Hadoop
Together with Teradata�

®

Click Here to
Learn More »

Click Here to Download
Teradata is a registered trademark of Teradata Corporation and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and worldwide.
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Get Closer
to Your
Data
Modern integrated solutions
overcome common challenges
with today’s analytics.
by James Taylor

I

f data holds the secrets to
better business decisions,
then advanced analytics
is the means to getting data to
reveal that information. That’s
why organizations striving to
be more data driven are adopting advanced analytics.
New and improved techniques offer solutions to business problems that range from
risk management and fraud
detection to customer churn
and micro segmentation. The
data insights generated from
advanced analytics can inform
organizations on their next best
action, enable more accurate
forecasting and even simulate
business scenarios. >>
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While there are many ways to address the challenges
of advanced analytics, one of the most compelling
is to move the analytics closer to the data by
using an in-database analytic solution.

However, implementation can present obstacles.
Organizations embracing advanced
analytics in today’s big data environment face issues of scalability and
agility. While there are many ways
to address those challenges, one of
the most compelling is to move the
analytics closer to the data by using an
in-database analytic solution.

Barriers to Advancing
Advanced analytics must scale to
handle an increasingly complex data
environment. Any solution must have
the capacity to meet the particular
challenges caused by both the breadth
(number of attributes) and the depth
(number of records) in the data.
Greater Number
of attributes

Breadth encompasses the ever-growing
variety of data sources being used.
Large and expanding data volumes are
mostly the result of information coming from more sources, both internal
and external. Integrating multiple,
complex data sources results in huge
numbers of attributes.
Developing advanced analytics typically adds large amounts of additional
derived attributes, such as the number
of times in the last 90 days that a
customer purchased a product. All of
these attributes, sourced or derived,
need to feed seamlessly into the
analytic infrastructure.

more Depth meaNs
more recorDs

Depth covers the rapid growth in
the number of records available for
analysis. More data is being produced
and stored than ever before, and
more history is readily accessible
to businesses. Advanced analytic
techniques typically work best with
data that covers a long period of time
since this allows factors such as rare
corner cases, which are situations
that arise outside of normal business
parameters, or seasonal variations to
be considered.
To cope with large numbers of
records, analytic modelers have
historically used only samples of the
data. Sampling can be fine, if done
right, but it’s one more relatively complicated step that slows the process,
constrains the number of iterations
and potentially introduces a source
for errors. Because advanced analytic
teams want to work with all of the
available information, their data and
analytic infrastructure must scale to
handle very broad, very deep data sets.

Agility is Vital
Analysts used to have plenty of time
to develop their models. Their data
typically did not change quickly, there
were not many models to develop, and
problem domains were stable and well
defined. Today’s fast-moving environment, however, places a high premium
on agility. >>
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An organization’s data can change
rapidly, so being able to analyze
information that is current is harder
yet more necessary than ever. Once
new data sources become available,
teams must be able to quickly integrate
those sources with corporate data to
evaluate different approaches. As business needs change and evolve, rapid
iteration is critical, making an agile
analytic environment a requirement for
today’s organizations.
Increased agility also means spending
less time moving data and more time
gaining insights. This lets organizations
perform work faster—they don’t have
to invest as much time analyzing large

and varied data sources to get results.
Once insights are discovered, organizations then have to be agile enough
to deploy the results quickly so the
insights are as current as possible.

New Integrated Analytics
To get the most from their data,
organizations need a broad spectrum
of advanced analytics that scale to very
large data volumes. Several approaches
and technologies are available to help.
In-database engines, such as the solution from Teradata and Fuzzy Logix
(see sidebar), are one such approach.
The combination of Teradata and
Fuzzy Logix allows analytics to be

performed on data already in place.
This avoids the need to move the
data and ensures that up-to-date
information is being used. It leverages
Teradata’s modern parallel architecture and multi-core environment to
scale and handle huge data volumes,
delivering analysis faster than ever
so businesses can make the most
informed decisions using the very
latest data. T
James Taylor is the CEO and principal
consultant of Decision Management
Solutions. He has spent the last 12 years
helping organizations adopt and use
analytic technologies.

Nimble aNd Scalable aNalyticS SolutioN
To deliver a broad array of scalable, agile
analytics, Teradata has partnered with Fuzzy
Logix to embed its DB Lytix™ analytic library
directly into the Teradata® Database. DB Lytix
is a high-performance, SQL-based analytic
library that lets organizations move their
advanced analytics to the data instead of the
other way around.
Fuzzy Logix provides a broad spectrum
of analytics with more than 600 algorithms
that cover domains such as mathematical
and statistical functions, probability and data
mining. The algorithms are certified on the
Teradata Database across all Teradata data
platforms at scale.
Teradata QueryGrid™ provides the Fuzzy
Logix algorithms direct access to data in the
Teradata Database or Apache® Hadoop™. This
eliminates manual data movement and allows
for rapid, flexible analysis of deep and wide
data. This direct access does away with the
need to sample data and does not limit the
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scope of analytic projects. The performance,
combined with SQL-based deployment of
models, allows analysis to be developed,
refined, deployed and used rapidly and
effectively across the organization. This speed
can be combined with in-database sandboxes
in Teradata Data Labs so users can evaluate
multiple algorithms against multiple data
sources with maximum agility.
With Fuzzy Logix and the Teradata Database,
organizations can use a variety of tools and still
take advantage of in-database performance
and scalability. Analytic scripting languages,
modern workbenches and even reporting or
dashboard tools can access the Fuzzy Logix
functions with simple SQL statements. Using
SQL against both the data warehouse and the
algorithms eliminates the need for intermediate
servers and data movement. With hundreds of
techniques, Fuzzy Logix offers the scalability
and agility needed for today’s analyticdriven organizations.

Data Warehouse Automation.
Development Productivity
for your Teradata Database.
“WhereScape’s tight integration with Teradata and built-in
best practices are empowering our resource-constrained
development team to tackle a large implementation.”
Su Rayburn, Director of Business Intelligence Services
Delta Community Credit Union

Watch this video to learn more.
WhereScape has proven data warehousing automation solutions for planning,
building and extending Teradata® data warehouses. Scores of organizations such
as Delta Community Credit Union, United Rentals and Vodafone have gained more
value, in less time from their Teradata data warehouse.

WhereScape. Automation Software for Teradata.
Immediate Value for Business.
To learn more, please visit here.

WhereScape USA, Inc. I 1915 NW AmberGlen, Suite 400 I Beaverton, Oregon 97006 I United States
T: 503-466-3979 I W: us.wherescape.com
Teradata is a registered trademark of Teradata Corporation and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and worldwide.
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patience pays When
Solving Tech problems
Questions about parallel steps, new columns with NULLs, Estimated
Compression Ratios and stored procedures are answered by a Teradata
14 Certified Master.

Carrie ballinger
Senior technical consultant,
Teradata 14 Certified Master

E

ver since I won the 50-yard dash in my fifth grade class, I’ve been a speedy, do-things-fast
person. I type more than 50 words per minute, can pack for a trip in less than five minutes and
have shortened my commute to work down to a brisk quarter of an hour.
However, I’ve noticed that speediness can sometimes compromise the quality of the task being performed, which is why I find that it’s a good idea to apply the brakes in some situations. For example, I
always follow the speed limit, even when trying to shave minutes off my commute time. And I make it
a habit to slow down when formulating technical responses to questions I receive, such as the ones in
this column, to make sure my answers are complete, accurate and understandable.
Solving problems, whether technical or business related, oftentimes requires patience and deliberation, but for other things in life, like keying text into a document or getting ready for a vacation, it’s
full speed ahead.
Parallel Steps
Dear Carrie:

I have a query that creates a table
with 100 columns. The “explain”
shows hundreds of parallel inserts in
DBC.TVFields. The primary index
of the TVFields table is TableID,
and the TableID for the table being
created by the statement hashes to the
same AMP. Because these inserts into
DBC.TVFields will use the same row
hash lock, how many will be allowed to
execute at the same time? Here is my
Explain text:
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3) We lock DBC.Indexes for write
on a RowHash, we lock DBC.DBase
for read on a RowHash, we lock
DBC.TVFields for write on a
RowHash, we lock DBC.TVM for
write on a RowHash, and we lock
DBC.AccessRights for write on a
RowHash.
4) We execute the following steps
in parallel.
1) We do a single-AMP ABORT test
from DBC.DBase by way of the
unique primary index.

2) We do a single-AMP ABORT test
from DBC.TVM by way of the
unique primary index.
3) We do an INSERT into DBC.
Indexes (no lock required).
4) We do an INSERT into DBC.
TVFields (no lock required).
5) We do an INSERT into DBC.
TVFields (no lock required).
6) We do an INSERT into DBC.
TVFields (no lock required).
(97 additional similar
INSERTs follow)
—Parallel Ponderer >>

figure

#1

Single-AMP Parallel Steps

#2 statement with individual locks

Optimized multi-statement
request (MSr) with no unique
secondary index (uSi)

Single or multi-statement,

for each step

Parallel
Step 1

Parallel
Step 2

Parallel
Step 3

Parallel
Step 1

Get a lock

Get a lock

Get a lock

Get a lock

Base table
processing

Base table
processing

Base table
processing

Base table
processing

Step
completion

Step
completion

Step
completion

Step
completion

Up to 20 dispatched in parallel if
there is no locking conflict; up to
20 can run in parallel

#3 one higher-level lock for all

Non-optimized MSr or single

…

Parallel
Step 2
Get a lock
Base table
processing
Step
completion

parallel steps

Parallel
Step 1
Parallel
Step 3

Base table
processing

Parallel
Step 2

Get a lock

Step
completion

Base table
processing

Parallel
Step 3

Step
completion

Base table
processing

Base table
processing
Step
completion

…

Dispatched sequentially, after
base processing is done; up to 20
can run in parallel, but only if step
completion is very slow

Step
completion

…

Dispatched sequentially, after the lock is
granted in the previous step; up to 20 can
run in parallel if their execution overlaps

Under specific conditions, a special optimization will allow up to 20 single-AMP parallel steps to be dispatched and
executed in parallel. Without the optimization, the steps will be sequentially dispatched and may or may not overlap in
their execution up to a limit of 20 active at the same time.

Dear Ponderer:

Single-AMP requests can achieve
greater parallelism than all-AMP
parallel steps because they do not
require channels. Channels are internal structures used by the database to
coordinate tasks working on behalf of
a query across multiple AMPs, such as
step completion or abort processing.
Because there are a limited number of
channels per request, all-AMP parallel
steps are usually limited to two to four
steps running simultaneously.
With the special “optimized” form
of single-AMP parallel step execution,
20 single-AMP steps can be dispatched
and run at the same time. Be aware that
this optimization only applies to simple
multi-statement requests (MSRs) in
which no unique secondary index
(USI) is involved. It also assumes there
are no locking conflicts among the steps
themselves. (See #1 in the figure.)

Your explain represents a single data
definition language (DDL) request, so
it will not use the optimized approach.
The dispatcher will send each request
sequentially, but it will allow some
overlap in step processing, as represented by #3 in the figure. When the
first step completes the part of the
processing involved in accessing the
base table, the next parallel step is
sent, even though the first one is not
completely done.
There can be up to 20 of these
parallel steps active at one time if they
overlapped sufficiently in the completion portion of the step, which includes
items such as USI or fallback maintenance in addition to other clean-up
activities. The TVFields table, by the
way, has a USI on (TableId,FieldId).
The maintenance for this USI would be
performed after the subsequent singleAMP parallel step has been dispatched.

If there is a possibility of lock contention, it is important that AMP
worker tasks not be held unnecessarily. When each parallel step sets
its own lock, as shown in #2 in the
figure, the second parallel step is
sent only after the first one has gotten the lock it needs. The third step
is not sent until the second request
has successfully gotten its lock.
Lock contention among parallel
steps is not an issue in your explain
because the inserts into TVFields
all benefit from having the row hash
lock that they will all use set higher
in the plan (in Step 3). Therefore,
no individual step is required to set
a lock.

Estimated Compression Ratio
Dear Carrie:

I read your Orange Book on block-level
compression in Teradata® Database 14.0
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and couldn’t fully understand what the
column Estimated Compression Ratio
is telling me in the SHOWBLOCKS output
for Ferret. Can you clarify?
—Ratio Rapper

statistics extrapolation based on table
growth detect that the new columns
result in fewer NULL values as rows
are inserted?
—Nervous with NULLs

Dear Ratio:

Dear Nervous:

Estimated Compression Ratio is
based on a sampling of data blocks
of various sizes. Ferret computes
the ratio using a calculation based
on the first three data blocks of each
size that it finds. For each of these
blocks, Ferret determines the size
compressed/size uncompressed. Then
it takes an average of those ratios.
The compression ratio estimate is
exactly that—an estimate based on

This situation, in which the percent
of rows in the table carrying NULLs
in the new columns decreases as the
number of rows added to the table
increases, will be understood by the
extrapolation process if adequate
history records have been collected on
those columns.
The pattern analysis performed by
the optimizer on that statistic considers the total number of rows with

Prior to the upgrade, I would sometimes
see CALL SP statements delayed by
system throttles. My platform is just as
busy, but I’m no longer seeing SPs in the
delay queue. What changed?
—California Caller
Dear Caller:

Starting with 14.10, CALL SP statements
are no longer counted against throttle
limits as the default behavior. Only the
SQL statements within a SP are subject
to delays. This makes sense because the
CALL SP statements typically use very
little resources.
However, if you want your SPs to be
managed by throttles as before, you can
use the new TASM classification criteria

A compression ratio estimate will be fairly close for large tables with many data
blocks, but don’t expect it to be exactly the same as if you had taken a similar
comparison using the size of the compressed table divided by its uncompressed size.

sampling. It will be fairly close for
large tables with many data blocks,
but don’t expect it to be exactly the
same as if you had taken a similar
comparison using the size of the
compressed table divided by its
uncompressed size.

Extrapolation with NULLs
Dear Carrie:

New columns that carry NULLs
have been added to a table with
lots of history rows. As new rows
are added carrying values for these
columns, the percent of rows with
NULLs gets smaller over time. Will
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NULL values as a separate entity. By
looking at history records, analysis
will recognize that even as the table
row count increases, the number
of NULL values remains constant
(assuming you don’t delete rows with
NULL values). Even if you do delete
rows with NULLs, if a pattern can be
detected, then extrapolation can be
relied upon.

Stored Procedures and
Throttles
Dear Carrie:

We are on Teradata Database 14.10 and
use stored procedures (SPs) widely.

on “stored procedures.” Select the name
of one, several or all SPs when defining
the system throttle rule.
The reason for the change in the
default behavior is that SPs are a little
different from normal requests. Once
counted by a throttle, a CALL SP statement does not get uncounted until
every request that it generates is completed. In the case of nested SPs, several
throttle slots could be taken up for some
time by each CALL SP statement in the
hierarchy, leaving fewer slots for actual
queries. Starting in Teradata 14.10, a
throttle will not be counted unless it is
explicitly requested. T

HANDS ON

The Road to Loyalty
A customer sentiment index score and analytics deliver a true
understanding of vehicle owner behavior.
by Jason Janetzke and Monica Mullen

U

nderstanding customer loyalty is as important as it
is difficult. Standard surveys provide good information, but they capture sentiment only at one specific
moment. Gaining a more comprehensive level of insight
requires assessing behavior over time, but gathering the necessary details across all touchpoints can be challenging.
Using path and pattern analysis in
the Teradata® Aster Discovery Platform
can generate an understanding of
events and experiences across households and individuals. Analyzing and
scoring the multi-channel events and
touchpoints to create a customer sentiment index (CSI) leads to granular
insights. Organizations can use the CSI
to create alerts and custom marketing
activities that are automatically triggered when certain events occur.

Measure and Sustain Loyalty
In the automotive industry, standard
questionnaires including industry, customer, dealer and service surveys are
typically used to gain a perspective on
vehicle owner satisfaction. However,
the high level of satisfaction indicated

HigH COST
Of BuyBACk

on surveys does not necessarily equate
to brand loyalty. According to the
American Customer Satisfaction
Index, the five-year satisfaction score
for the automotive industry is 83 on
a scale of 100, while recent research
from Polk, an automotive data and
marketing company, puts the average
for overall loyalty at just 50%.
A leading multi-national automaker believed that surveys were not
enough to gain a deep understanding of customer behaviors. A better
prediction of loyalty could help with
allocations, planning, warranties,
buybacks and marketing efforts—
along with improved revenues. The
company wanted to explore how
big, diverse data and predictive
analytics could improve loyalty and

Vehicle buyback, which
occurs based on the number
and severity of service repairs
on vehicles within the first
few months after purchase,
is a costly proposition for
the automotive industry.
Besides the monetary
expense, the company also
suffers a negative impact on
its brand. Predicting vehicle
buybacks allows dealers and
automakers to proactively
engage with customers to
improve loyalty and the
ownership experience.
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FIGURE

Operationalize Within the Teradata® Unified Data Architecture™

Rapidly ingest and
analyze the diverse
multi-structured
data.
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customer events.

Operationalize predictive
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real-time triggers in
enterprise applications.

Proactive
outreach to
buyback
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Dealer surveys

Call center notes

Analyzing and scoring multi-channel customer events and touchpoints to create a customer sentiment index (CSI),
and then executing path and pattern analysis generates an understanding of the customer that enables custom
marketing activities.

market share while simultaneously
reducing the financial impact of its
buyback program.

Predict Customer Sentiment
The automaker embarked on a fourweek proof of concept (POC) that
used the Teradata Aster Discovery
Platform to analyze seven years of
data from multiple sources and score
multi-channel customer events and
touchpoints to create a CSI. The CSI
calculations were performed at the
individual vehicle level and then
aggregated within households or “carholds.” This proved particularly useful
when determining the sentiment of an
owner who had multiple vehicles.
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A rapidly custom-built CSI function
was developed with SQL-MapReduce™
(SQL-MR™) to create a VIN-based
calculation that allowed the automaker
to measure and monitor the impact of
all point-in-time events that occurred
for a vehicle by assigning a positive or
negative value to each event. The value
was based on how frequently repairs
occurred, how recent they were and
how severe the issues were. Included
in the analysis were elements such
as timing, mileage, cost, labor codes,
days-in-shop and other factors.
The CSI proved to be effective at
identifying a number of vehicles currently at risk of buyback, while also
characterizing additional vehicles as

being strong candidates for potential
buyback. Although the CSI is not
technically a buyback index, it can help
predict patterns leading to repairs and
other adverse events so the automaker
can take proactive actions to interrupt the negative path of the owner’s
journey and improve loyalty.

Score Determines Action
Events such as roadside assistance,
surveys, call center notes, maintenance and warranty issues were used
to develop a CSI score. The Teradata
Aster Discovery Platform rapidly
ingested and integrated multi-structured data from a variety of sources,
then a panoramic, 360-degree view of

HANDS ON

ROAD tO ImpROvemeNtS
Analyzing and scoring multi-channel events and touchpoints to create a customer sentiment index (CSI) can:
> Improve brand loyalty for increased sales and
market share
> Uncover patterns that lead to positive/negative customer sentiment
> Identify potential buybacks earlier to reduce buyback exposure
> Proactively address negative events at corporate and dealership levels
by monitoring changes in sentiment scores and significant events

each customer was created to quantify
the ownership experience. (See figure,
page 2.) For each new event, a new
CSI value was computed based on the
available data. Each vehicle owner’s
CSI score was used to determine what
course of follow-up action to take.
The CSI calculation in the POC was
executed across 1 million households,
with each one having an average of 40
events. Once an understanding of the
customer and issues were known, the
company could take action, such as:
> Contacting the vehicle owner to
understand and resolve an issue
> Sending an offer or promotion in
follow-up communications
> Notifying marketing of sales
opportunities
> Reviewing policies that may
have created or exacerbated the
problem
> Revising outdated, ineffective or
cumbersome processes
> Identifying other activities that
improve the customer experience

All Things Considered
CSI scores reflected the timing of
events that could trigger different
emotional responses. For example,
higher scores were assigned to events
that occurred soon after a purchase,

CREATE TABLE hid_events_
CustomerSentiment Index AS
SELECT *
FROM CustomerSentiment
Index (
ON hid_events
PARTITION BY hid
ORDER BY event_date
);

during the “honeymoon period,”
when new cars are expected to have
fewer issues than older or higher
mileage cars. The calculation also
incorporated an adjustable “memory
parameter” that considers how long
ago an event occurred.
With more than 90 rules-based
parameters, the highly configurable
CSI creates a score at a point in
time. A Tableau® Software Slider Bar
provides the front-end visualization
tools to easily see and adjust, up or
down, the impact of events on the
CSI computation.
SQL-MR functions, included in the
discovery platform, enabled rapid
iteration to gain new insights from
all vehicle-related events in a household. SQL-MR allowed interactivity
across all households or for a single
household. The output could be
queried using standard SQL, BI tools
or uploaded to an external system,
such as a customer relationship
manager solution.
The CSI function was easily
embedded in a standard SQL statement to quickly perform various
analytics and discover new insights.
This SQL uses the CSI function
to analyze events by date across
multiple channels:

Confirmed Advantages
Looking beyond buyback prediction,
the POC also found that while the
dealerships scored high in service
surveys, typically a four or five on a
five-point scale with comments such
as “great service,” the customer’s activity would drop off once the warranty
period expired. Regular maintenance
would become inconsistent, and
overall customer actions did not
truly represent the same satisfaction
level shown in surveys. Using the CSI
function and the discovery process
provided a more comprehensive
understanding of sentiment over
the vehicle ownership period and
across carholds.
The automaker validated that multichannel CSI analysis leads to better
insights and actions. The company
also demonstrated that costly buybacks can be predicted and prevented
to protect the brand as well as improve
the customer experience and loyalty. T
Jason Janetzke is the senior product
marketing manager for Teradata Aster.
Monica Mullen is the marketing
director for manufacturing for
Teradata’s Industry Content and
Marketing group.
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APPLIED SOLUTIONS

There

No Limitations
Teradata makes open-source R massively
scalable, reliable and enterprise class.
by Arlene Zaima

O

pen-source R is no longer a fad or a tool used
solely in the academic world. It has evolved to be
the analytic software of choice for data scientists,
business analysts and data miners. According to the Rexer
Analytics 2013 Data Miner Survey, 70% of data miners use
R for analytics, with 24% of them using it as their primary
tool. These results are similar to the findings of a 2013
KDnuggets poll in which 61% of the respondents reported
using R for analytics, data mining and data science. That’s up
16% compared to the previous year. >>
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What is

?
functions, parallel constructors and an
open-source R engine integrated in the
Teradata Aster Discovery Platform to
eliminate traditional problems.

R is the fastest growing analytic tool in terms of user base and
analytic capabilities. Also known as the “R Project,” it is described
in many ways, such as:
> Data analysis software for statistical analytics, data visualization
and predictive modeling
> An object-oriented programming language that provides objects,
operators and functions to explore, model and visualize data
> The environment for statistical analysis that supports virtually
every data manipulation, statistical model and chart that the data
analysis needs
> An open-source software project embraced by a vibrant user
community resulting in extremely high standards of quality and
numerical accuracy

Despite its popularity in some
sectors, pervasive adoption of R has
lagged in the corporate world mainly
due to challenges associated with
data and processing limitations. Since
open-source R runs in memory, it is
not designed for use with big, diverse
data, which restricts the amount of
information that can be processed.
And because R is single threaded, it
is not designed to run in parallel, so
processing time takes longer.

Overcome Traditional
Drawbacks
Businesses have taken different
approaches to work around memory
limitations of open-source R. One
technique is to get a large server with
lots of memory. The drawbacks are
that memory is expensive and companies are still bound by the server’s data
limitations. Plus, this method does
not scale.

Another method runs R engines
concurrently on multiple servers or
nodes. This approach performs the job
on the data contained in a server and
works well if the data can be neatly
partitioned. However, the technique
does not work well when users need to
run analytics on all of their data. For
example, calculating the global average
of all sales when the data is distributed
across multiple servers or building a
segmentation model of all the company’s customers is difficult with the
standard R package. Those use cases
require developing a parallel algorithm
or using another method that operates across all servers and nodes to
process all the data, which is easier said
than done.
Many solution providers have taken
various approaches to address these
shortcomings, but they only achieved
partial success—until now. Teradata®
Aster R delivers pre-built parallel

2 Million Strong and growing
Click to see the benefits enjoyed by the 2 million strong R
user community.

Enterprise-Class R
The Teradata Aster R library overcomes these challenges by allowing
analytic functions to run in parallel across all data in the database.
The library is easy to use because it
employs a syntax similar to the R language and packages ready-to-run, prebuilt parallel algorithms. The result?
High productivity for R analysts.
If programmers don’t find the
pre-built R function they need in the
library, they can leverage the parallel
constructors to create their own parallel version using algorithms available
in the open-source R packages. Using
the split/apply/combine strategy lets
organizations easily run R functions
on all their data, not just samples, for
deeper insights.
In addition, the Teradata Aster R
solution uses the R language and
packages to build powerful programs
with access to more than 100 Teradata
Aster Discovery Portfolio analytics
and more than 5,000 open-source
R packages—all orchestrated to run
in parallel.
Programmers can easily load the
R package into the Teradata Aster
SNAP™ framework along with the
open-source R interpreter to run
their favorite functions in parallel.
The R interpreter is simple to use,
flexible and powerful enough to meet
all the needs of both the casual and
the advanced R analyst. Unlike other
solutions, Teradata Aster R has the
unique ability to enable users to easily
perform R analytics in-database, at
scale, using the SNAP framework to
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A Day in the Life of an R Analyst

APPLIED SOLUTIONS
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A retailer wanted to better understand customer buying behavior in order
to increase cross-sell and upsell opportunities. To access data from multiple
sources, an analyst created a virtual data frame with the Teradata® Aster
R library along with Teradata QueryGrid™, which acquired data from an
integrated data warehouse, Apache™ Hadoop® and the Teradata
Aster Database.
The analyst ran the Teradata Aster R summary function to
look at the statistical characteristics of all the data directly in
the database, eliminating unnecessary data extracts. Next,
the Teradata Aster R pre-built kmeans algorithm was used
to create a customer segmentation model. The clusters
were based on a comprehensive data set including global
purchases across all lines of businesses and channels. The
final result provided a comprehensive view of customer segment
characteristics including unique segments that didn’t register from
previous attempts with a limited data set.
Using Teradata Aster R, the analyst integrated customer segmentation and
product cross-sell and upsell models within a single production application
to determine the next best offer for the most profitable customer segments.
The ability to run any open-source R package or code in parallel delivered
the results quickly, giving the business insights into which customers would
most likely be candidates for additional sales.
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automatically optimize and execute
across multiple engines.

the need to decipher the math and write
parallel programs.

Simplifying Discovery
Analysts benefit from Teradata Aster
R because they are not required to use
only the sample data that fits into memory. Instead, they can create virtual data
frames with the “ta.data.frame()”
function to point to the information in
their Teradata Aster Discovery Platform.
Teradata Aster R makes it simple to
deploy any open-source R program
directly in the discovery platform to
provide scalability and high performance to meet challenging business
requirements. In addition, analysts
can mix-and-match a combination of
Teradata Aster analytic functions such
as nPath™, graph and text analytics along
with R to achieve innovative results.
Programmers can easily call any of
the Teradata Aster pre-built functions
to run data preparation, exploration,
statistics and machine learning functions against all of their data without

User-Friendly Solution
Organizations can rely on the Teradata
Aster Discovery Platform as their
single, high-performance analytic
platform to meet the needs of business users, data miners, data scientists
and R users. Data professionals who
wanted to use R but avoided it due
to traditional disadvantages can
now benefit from an enterprise-level
solution that overcomes those problems. The Teradata Aster R solution
leverages the advantages of R without
imposing traditional limitations to
enable fast and powerful analytics. T
Arlene Zaima is a program manager for
Teradata Aster solutions.

ONLINE
To up your R game, go to
Teradata.com.
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